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15 October 2021  

Dear Members of the St Mary’s DSG community 
 
On Wednesday, a beautiful Valediction Mass and Dinner were held to say goodbye to the Matric class of 2021. The 
following is an extract from my farewell message to the Grade 12 girls: 
 
As humans we have a predisposition to be negative, so being positive is difficult hence one must become intentional 
about this.  If thoughts are repetitive we will associate these thoughts with behaviours and turn them into habits. 
Thinking positively should become a habit, practicing gratitude, taking time to appreciate your joy assists you in 
becoming more positive in your thinking. Being kind to others makes one happier. When you do good deeds, it 
automatically makes you feel great. 
 
Norman Vincent Peale advises the following in his book to achieve a happy and successful life:  

1. The way to happiness is to keep your heart free from hate, your mind free from worry. Live simply, expect little, 
give much, scatter sunshine, forget self, and think of others. 

2. Formulate and stamp indelibly on your mind a mental picture of yourself succeeding. Hold this picture 
tenaciously. Never permit it to fade. Your mind will seek to develop this picture... do not build up obstacles in 
your imagination. 

3. Stand up to an obstacle and don’t give way under it and it will finally break.  
4. Let nothing trouble you, let nothing worry you as all things come to a pass.  
5. Our happiness depends on the habit of mind we cultivate.  
6. Self-knowledge is the beginning of self-correction.  
7. When you expect the best, you release a magnetic force in your mind that by law of attraction brings the best to 

you.  
8. You do not have to be a victim of worry, reduce it to its simplest form. What is worry anyway? It is simply a 

destructive and unhealthy habit. 
9. Believe in yourself. Have faith in your abilities. Without a humble but reasonable confidence in your own 

powers you cannot be successful or happy. With a sound self-confidence you can succeed. A sense of 
inferiority and inadequacy interferes with your attainment and hopes but self-confidence leads to self-realisation 
and successful achievement.  

10. And remember that hard work, positive thinking, fair dealing, the right kinds of treatment of people will always 
get you results.    

 
So your imaginings can become a reality, with hard work and the right positive attitude you can make your dreams come 
true.  
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THE PRESIDENT’S AWARD                     

Last weekend, 22 participants of the President's Award Club completed a challenging hike                                                               
through the rolling hills and steep mountains of Bela-Bela.  
 
On Friday afternoon, we packed everything we would need for the upcoming adventure                                                                                                    
into huge backpacks and set off for the journey with excitement in our hearts and broad                                                                
smiles on our faces. We crossed rivers and streams and scaled the sides of rock faces.                                                                                              
I can confidently say that we conquered the limitations that we had subconsciously placed                                                              
upon ourselves.  
 
 After the second full day of hiking some members of the group got to have a refreshing swim in a river! This was 
definitely one of my favourite moments of camp. Once we had got back to the camp site, we set up our tents before we 
showered in icy water, watched a herd of wildebeest walk through the tall grass and finally began cooking our meals for 
the night.  
 
We slept peacefully under the natural glowing light of the stars and woke up early on                                                                       
Sunday morning to one of the most beautiful sunrises I have ever seen. We trekked                                                                        
back to the bus where we said goodbye to our guides and began to make our way back                                                             
home.  
 
This camp taught us how to work together effectively under all sorts of unusual                                                        
circumstances. We truly bonded with each other and were afforded the opportunity to                                                   
make unlikely, new friends. This camp was one of the main highlights of my year and I                                                                  
will forever cherish the memories we made! All our hard work leading up to the camp definitely                                                                      
paid off and I cannot wait to see what the future of the President's Award Club holds. --Iman Omar Carrim  
 
The President’s Award Camp was a wonderful experience! We spent an amazing                    
three days hiking through the tranquil mountains of Bela-Bela, enjoying our first camp                                                              
since Covid-19. 
 
The experience was truly extraordinary and I am so thankful to have been able to share                                                   
it with so many awesome people! It taught us how to harness our resilience and bravery                                                                   
as well as help each other through the hard times. Although we were exhausted, we kept pushing  
through and supported each other, which brought us closer together. The feeling of serenity  
still remains with me and I will forever remember the huge, bright stars that illuminated the campsites  
in the evening. - Hadia Emmambux 9Z  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

                             

  



  

 
 

 

                                                                                             
AFRIKAANS IN 2021 

Our Matric learners were asked to reflect on what Afrikaans as a subject and in  
particular as a language meant to them this year. Bearing in mind many  
Matric students pursue careers in fields like science, business, etc. the chances of  
immersing themselves in Afrikaans literature and poetry is somewhat diminished, but,  
we trust that lessons learnt whilst in the Afrikaans classes will inspire and support 
them in whichever endeavours they choose on their journey to adulthood and finding  
their niche. We wish them all the best.   
 

My experience as an Afrikaans First Additional language learner has taught me many important lessons. The poetry that 

we focus on always has a deeper meaning that allows you to expand your horizon of perspectives and learn new life 

lessons. The poem ‘Staan op!’, that focuses on how we all go through similar experiences like bullying, and other high 

school stressors, reminds us that if we look around us, everyone experiences something of a similar nature and we are 

not alone. The novel ‘Asem’ allowed us to explore the growth of the main character, Barries, as he gets caught up in 

typical teenage substance abuse and the negative consequences thereof. The novel also explores how he overcame his 

struggles by surrounding himself with the right people, which is a great lesson for all of us to learn. - Nicole Nkomo 

 
This year Afrikaans was filled with great memories. Some of my favourite poems this  
year included ‘Sondagaande’ and ‘Staan op!’ I had so much fun reading about all Barries’s growth  
in the set work ‘Asem’ this year. But above all of it the best part of the Afrikaans class this year  
was the actual class. I’m so grateful to have had the amazing teacher and peers these past  
three years. I will carry these lessons with me long after I have left the safety of such an amazing 
class.  - Hannah Palane 
 
 
 
Afrikaans this year has been full of fun, hard work and many class discussions. Our prescribed novel “Asem” was 

entertaining and showed a wilder side of teenage Johannesburg life.  “Asem” also brought up different topics for 

discussion that every student enjoyed taking part in and laughing along to the jokes. We also enjoyed debating which 

poems are the best and even tried to guess which ones would be in the test. I always enjoyed the Afrikaans class, even 

when it was the last lesson after a long day and still had lots of work to do. I will miss the camaraderie shared amongst 

my peers I got to see every day and the welcoming support from the department’s teachers.  

- Bea Jacobs 

In Afrikaans, this year, we learnt a variety of different poems as well as read our prescribed Novel “Asem”, which had 

everyone on the edge of their seats. In our timetable, we ended nearly every day with Afrikaans which was amazing 

because it was such a splendid way to end the day. Mevrou Booysen was such an amazing teacher, and she has really 

supported me throughout my high school career. Mevrou Booysen came to St Mary’s DSG in 2017, the same year I 

started High School and I have been in her class every year since then. She always knew when we were stressed and 

always tried to calm us down. Afrikaans was the break we needed from the stress of Matric. - Caitlin Gell  



  

 
 

STAFFROOM CHATS  -  Ms Idah Makhafola, Junior School Head of TDI  

It has been two weeks since our school’s Transformation, Diversity, and Inclusion (TDI) portfolio 

introduced a new initiative titled, Staffroom Chats.  

Every week until the end of this term, colleagues in both the Senior and Junior School will be 

paired up and asked a philosophical question. Once their responses have been collated these 

will be shared with our St Mary’s DSG community under the Staffroom Chats segment in both 

the Junior school newsletter and the Senior School Friday Feedback.   

This week three of our educators shared their philosophies with us and left us feeling very inspired 

and excited to share what we have learned from them, with all of you.  

 

  Mrs Boipelo Sikhosana and Mrs Hanlie Podd were asked the following question: 

“To what extent does a person shape their own destiny/future and how much of it is down to fate?” 
 

Mrs Sikhosana, Director of Outreach and Junior School arts teacher, responded: 

“I do believe that one way to have a destiny is to choose one" Melinda McGraw. The 

quote above echoes my thinking that, our destiny is determined by the choices and 

decisions we make. On the other hand, fate offers us opportunities, and it's in the 

actions we take that determines our future.” 

 

 

 

   Mrs Podd, Head of the Consumer Studies and Technology department and 

Hockey coach, reflected:  

“I am the master of my own destiny. Although I am firmly rooted in my 

faith in God, I realise that my success is dependent on me. No matter 

your background, perceived talents, or peoples’ opinions of you, you 

decide where you go. No one controls your emotions, but you. No one 

can make you sad, angry, or happy – only you. Don’t give away your 

power by allowing others to control you. If I want something, it’s up to 

me: hard work beats talent, when talent fails to work hard.” 

 

                                                                              

Ms Jacqui Brown, Senior School Head of Grade 12, took a moment to think 

deeply about the letter, ‘I’ in TDI and had the following to share on what it 

means to be truly inclusive as a fellow St Mary’s DSG community member: 

“I ended Term 2 by signing up to assist with the support staff IT training. At 

the time I was super keen, but naturally as the holiday drew to a close, I was 

a little more apprehensive about my decision. When I arrived at the IT centre, 

that first morning I was immediately struck by the positive energy and 

enthusiasm from the staff involved, I knew then that I was in the right place at 

the right time. It was the most humbling experience I had had in a long time…  

During the training I learnt that Peter Mahasa is passionate about photography 

and spent hours looking at photos of cameras. I learnt that Kabelo Madumo is 



  

 
 

the most patient man as he assisted his fellow team members with the training and I 

was reprimanded by Martha for interfering in her training, “Ek self ,Jacqui!” she said.  

I was also able to experience joy when Rosina Mashigo clapped for herself every time 

she succeeded in the task at hand.  

For me inclusion is not a point checklist that you can work through and tick off. For me 

inclusion is a feeling.  

• It is a conscious decision to greet colleagues,  

• to ask Maria about her knitting project,  

• to make Amos smile, 

• to ask Jane about her daughter, 

• to thank Tarina for her amazing work, 

• to compliment Doctor for his yummy food, and 

• to just be available when someone needs to talk. 

Inclusion is feeling appreciated, acknowledged, and to be seen. As Winnie the 

Pooh says “it’s a feeling”. 

We thank Mrs Sikhosana, Mrs Podd and Ms Brown for sharing their philosophies with 

us, their contributions to this weeks’ Staffroom Chats have helped us reflect on our 

journeys and how each of us can truly be, the master of our own destiny.  

Another reflection that we had was on how to actively work towards being an inclusive member of the St Mary’s DSG 

collective, who makes everyone feel appreciated, acknowledged and seen.  

Please do look out for the next Staffroom Chats segment on 29 October, in our school newsletters, for the next teachers 

who will be sharing their philosophies with us.  

 

MATH BRAIN TEASERS 

Mathematics stretches beyond teaching the knowledge of the content. Math brain teasers are a fun way of exercising 

your brain. Here are a few puzzles from the Mathematics department for you to enjoy this weekend.  

Puzzle 1:  

 

In the sum, each letter stands for a unique digit 

(i.e no two letters stand for the same digit.) In 

other words, POCO is a four-digit number, and 

MUCHO is a five-digit number. 

https://www.theguardian.com/games/puzzle-

games 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 
 

 

Puzzle 2: 

Wittgenstein has been murdered. The culprit is one of either Friedrich Nietzsche, 
Lou Andreas-Salomé, Karl Marx or Ludwig Feuerbach. They make the following 
statements. You have been correctly informed that guilty person always lies, and 
everyone else tells the truth. 

Nietzsche: Salomé is the culprit. 
Salomé: Marx is innocent. 
Feuerbach: Salomé’s statement is true.       
Marx: Nietzsche’s statement is false. 

Who killed Wittgenstein? 

https://www.theguardian.com/games/puzzle-games 

 
Puzzle 3: 
 
In this diagram 11 matches make 3 squares. Your challenge is to move 3 matches to show 2 squares. 
 

 
https://www.mathsisfun.com/puzzles/a-perfect-match-solution.html 

 

 

TIP: answers are on the last page of our Friday Feedback 

 

 

 
 
 

On 14 October we had two teams from the Senior School participate in the 
SciFest Africa / Rhodes University High School Quiz. Much fun was had whilst 
trying to beat teams online from around the country in this general knowledge 

quiz. 
 

Our Junior Team was comprised of Grade 9 learners - Tatendanyasha Hansen, Hadia Emmambux and                                 
Madelaine Kruger. The Junior Quiz was won by Paul Roos Gimnasium and St Mary’s DSG                                                    

came 12th out of 37 teams. 
 

Our Senior Team was comprised of Grade 11 learners - Lum Mufor-Atanga, Amukelani Mathebula, and                                              
Maria van der Merwe. The Senior Quiz was won by Afrikaanse Hoër Seunskool and St Mary’s DSG                                    

came 15th out of 31 teams. 
 

Well done to our teams on their enthusiastic participation. 

 



  

 
 

GEOGRAPHY 

During this term the Grade 9 Geography learners have discussed forced population migration. During a ‘flip classroom’ 

lesson the learners investigated current refugee news around the world. In pairs, the learners had to “tell my story” using 

an artistic format answering the questions - who, what, where, when and how. Beautiful poems were written, videos and 

cartoons created to tell individual journey’s both fact and fiction. Congratulations to 9X & 9Z for an outstanding task. 

 

                  

                             

 

                                                                                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With best wishes for a wonderful weekend and a great week ahead! 

 
 
Mrs Odelle Howard 
Head of School 

Solutions: 
1. P = 4, M= 6 and U = 8 
2. Nietzsche 

3.  

 


